Apple of Our Eye- Rice Krispies

You start off with the basic rice cereal treat recipe.

10 oz of marshmallows
4 tablespoons of butter/margarine
6 cups of rice cereal

In addition you will need

Tootsie roll candy
leaf gummy candy (found at local drug store)
red food coloring
small box of strawberry gelatin (or you could use cherry)

You will also need wax paper and cooking spray. Use cooking spray on my hands while working on the apples.

In a sauce pan- melt your butter and marshmallows. Once they are completely melted and mixed well, add in your red food coloring (your desired amount) and 1 box of gelatin. Mix well.

Stir in your rice cereal

Once it lightly cools, start forming your apples.

Once you form your ball, use thumb to make an indention.

Add in your tootsie roll candy….

Add your leaf gummy candy.

Clip off the BACK side of the gummy leaf candy. It will expose the back and it will be stickier and will help stick better to the apple.
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